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Abstract 
We present an object oriented algorithm, written in the Java programming language, which 

performs a Monte Carlo calculation of the evaporation-fission process taking place inside an 

excited nucleus. We show that this nuclear physics problem is very suited for the object oriented 

programming by constructing two simple objects: one that handles all nuclear properties and 

another that takes care of the nuclear reaction. The MCEF code was used to calculate important 

results for nuclear reactions, and .here we show examples of possible uses for this code. 

http://25.85.-w
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PROGRAM SUMMARY 

• Title of program: MCEF 

• Catalogue number. 

• Program obtainable from: CPC Program Library, Queen's University of Belfast, N. 

Ireland. 

• Licensing provisions: none 

• Computer for which the program is designed and others on which it has been tested: 

Microcomputer with Pentium Intel 233. Installation: Institute of Physics, University 

of São Paulo, Brazilian Center for Physical Research -CBPF/MCT. 

• Operating system: MS-DOS 6.00, Windows 95 and Windows NT 4.0, Linux 

• Program language used: Java 1.2. 

• Memory required to execute with typical data: 8 Mbytes of RAM memory and 4 Mb 

of Hard disk memory (.class files only). 

• No. of bits in a word: 16 

• No. of lines in distributed program, including test data, eic.:363. 

• Keywords: Photonuclear Reactions, Evaporation, Fission, Monte Carlo Method. 

• Nature of the physical problem: The competition between evaporation and fission 

is an important problem in intermediate and high energy nuclear reactions. Here, 

neutrons, protons, alphas and possibly other particles escape from the excited nu

cleus in competition with the fission process. Considering the fact that an exact 

calculation including all the channels in this nuclear reaction could be a complex 

problem, a statistical description- of all these possible decaying modes could be a 

major simplification. In fact, rough analytic approximations are possible, and the 

results are in reasonable agreement with the experimental data for relatively low 

reaction energies, where the most important reaction channels are just the neu

tron evaporation and fission. At higher energies, other channels, like proton and 
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alpha particle evaporation, become important, and the analytical calculation of the 

reaction process is much more complex. 

• Method of solution: The most reasonable way to avoid the complexity of these 

problems, and to obtain the required data is the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. In 

fact, this method is particularly suited for processes which are intrinsically statistical 

in their nature, as the nuclear reactions described above. Also, the object oriented 

approach for the algorithm is useful for solving this problem, since it is appropriate 

for the atomic nucleus problems, and turns the MC calculation clear stated problem. 

• Typical Running Time: depends on the desirable statistical accuracy. For the par

ticular set of initial parameters shown as an example in this work, the running time 

is approximately 5 seconds. 

LONG WRITE-UP 
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I. I N T R O D U C T I O N . 

Nuclear physics problems are particularly suited for the appl icat ion of the object ori

ented ( O O ) paradigm in the software programming. T h e O O software is appropriate 

whenever it is possible to fragment the algorithm into many well defined objects which 

have some parameters that one can control or access from outside, and which may modify 

the object's characteristics. I n nuclear physics we can find many algorithms w i th these 

features, and in particular, the atomic nucleus itself can be easily treated as an ordinary 

object interacting w i th its environment through some specific set of parameters that can 

be modified from outside by changing those parameters. 

The O O programming presents many advantages, such as the readability, good main

tainability, reusability and extensibil ity[l] of the program. T h e J a v a language, which has 

been created specifically following the O O paradigm, has the addit ional feature of porta

bility, allowing the possibility to easily run the same program at different machines [2]. 

I n the Nuclear Physics field, the M C calculation is frequently used since it allows the 

precise calculation of many problems having a statistical nature, which would be rather 

difficult to be solved analytically. For instance, the analysis of the radiat ion interaction 

and propagation inside different materials w i th any arbitrary shape is often performed 

wi th M C calculations in Med ica l Physics and in Nuclear Reactor Physics [3, 4]. I n the 

study of the nuclear properties, the M C calculation has been used in the simulation of the 

intra-nuclear cascade process following the nuclear interaction w i t h high energy particles, 

and it has shown to be the more precise method for calculating this process and its 

characteristics, such as the multipl icity of secondary particles, the secondaries spectra, 

the residual nucleus formations, etc[5-7]. 

I n this work we develop an O O program which performs a M C calculation for the 

nuclear evaporation taking place in the residual nucleus formed at the end of the intra

nuclear cascade process. Th i s problem presents all the characteristics described above for 

an O O algorithm: its is intrinsically statistical, since the competit ion between evaporation 

and fission depends on the respective probabilities, and the particles escaping from the 

nucleus are chosen randomly, according to their escaping probabi l i t ies^]. Also, the process 

depends on specific nuclear parameters that can be defined for each nucleus, and the 

modification of these parameters also affects the nuclear characteristics. 
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T h e paper is organized as follows: in section I I we describe the nuclear evaporation-

fission process, i n section I I I we delineate the O O algorithm developed in the Java pro

gramming language, in section I V we show some results obtained w i t h this algorithm, and 

in section V we present our conclusions. 

II. THEORY: THE NUCLEAR EVAPORATION-FISSION PROCESS 

The intermediate and high energy nuclear reactions are wel l described by a two-step 

process in which the first step is a fast intra-nuclear cascade which transfers most of the 

incident particle energy to a few nucléons inside the target nucleus[7]. Dur ing this process, 

some particles may escape from the nucleus carrying out part of the init ial energy. After a 

few steps, the number of participating nucléons increases, and the energy of each one is not 

enough to escape from the nucleus. A t this point, an excited residual nucleus is formed, 

and the excitation energy is uniformly distributed among al l its nucléons. T h e residual 

nucleus de-excitation mechanism is the evaporation-fission competit ion, in which some 

particles escape from the nucleus and/or the nuclear fission takes place[8, 9]. T h e entire 

process is governed by chance, and just the relative probabilities are used to evaluate the 

desired physical characteristics in the reaction. During the nuclear evaporation, the k-

particle emission probabil ity relative to j-particle emission, according to the Weisskopf's 

statistical model[8], is 

The level density parameter for neutron emission is[10] 

an = 0.134,4 - 1.21 • IQ-4A2MeV —i (2) 

and for all other particles emission this quantity is related to an by 

aj = rjan, (3) 

where Tj is a dimensionless constant. 

For proton emission we get 

e x p { 2 ( a n ) ^ [ ( r p * ; ) * - ( £ £ ) * ] } (4) 
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and for alpha particle emission 

£ a = Í2E1 
r„ I E: 

Jf)exp{2(am^[(raE'J-(E*J}} 
n J 

The Coulomb potential [9] for proton is 

(5) 

VP = C 
[Kp (Z - 1) e2] 

and for alpha particle it is 

Va = C 

'roiA-rf + Rp]' 

[2KQ{Z-2)e2 

(6) 

(7) 
rQ (A - 4 ) 3 + Ra 

where Kp = 0.70 and Ka = 0.83 are the Coulomb barrier penetrabilities for protons and 

alpha particles, respectively, Rp = 1.14/m is the proton radius, Ra = 2.16/ra is the alpha 

particle radius, TQ = 1.2 f m . Also, 

(8) 

is the charged-particle Coulomb barrier correction due to the nuclear temperature [9], 

with B being the nuclear binding energy. In addition, according to Ref. [13], we use 

rp = r a = 1. 

Using the fission width from the liquid drop model for fission by Bohr and Wheeler[ll], 

and the neutron emission width from Weisskopf[8], we get [12] 

r 
^ = ^ / e x p { 2 [(afE})> - (anE*j}} , 

where 

Kf = K$an 

2 ( a f E ) Y - l 

(4AhfE*n) 

and 

E} = E * - B f , 

(9) 

(10) 

(H) 

with KQ = 14.39MeF . Here, Bf is the fission barrier height discussed below. 

The particle separation energy can be calculated directly from its definition using the 

Nuclear Mass Formula[15], as we do for the proton and alpha-particle emission, respec

tively The fission barrier is calculated by[14] 

Bp = mp + m(A - 1, Z - 1) - m(A, Z), (12) 
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and 

Ba = ma + m(A-4,Z-2) -m(A,Z), (13) 

where mp is the proton mass, ma is the alpha particle mass, and m(A, Z) is the nuclear 

mass calculated with the parameters from Ref. [15]. 

However, for the nuclear fission barrier and for the neutron separation energy there are 

empirical formulae that give more precise values[l4], as, respectively, 

Bf = C(0.22(A - Z ) - 1.40Z + 101.5) MeV; (14) 

and 

Bn = ( -0 .16(4 -Z) + 0.25Z + 5.6)MeV. (15) 

The present Monte Carlo code for Evaporation-Fission (MCEF) calculates, at each 

step i of the evaporation process, the nuclear fission probability, Fi ,defined as 

({*). 

Then, the particle that will evaporate (neutron, proton or alpha particle) is chosen ran

domly, according to their relative branching ratio. Once one of these particles is chosen , 

the mass and atomic numbers are recalculated by 

Ai+1 = A - A Ai, (17) 

and 

Zi+1 = Zi- AZi, (18) 

where A Ai, and AZi are, respectively, the mass and atomic numbers of the ejected particle 

at the ith step in the evaporation. Also, the nuclear excitation energy is modified according 

to the expression 

E;+X = E * - B i - TU (19) 

where Bi and Ti are the separation and the asymptotic kinetic energies of the particle 

being ejected, respectively. For neutrons, T = 2MeV, for protons T = VPt and for alpha 

particles T = Va. 

Expression (19) ensures that the nuclear excitation energy will be, at each step in 

the evaporation chain, smaller than in the previous step. This process continues until 
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the excitation energy available in the nucleus is not enough to emit any of the possible 

evaporating particles. At this point the evaporation stops, and we can calculate the 

nuclear fissility by the expression 

III. ALGORITHM: THE MCEF CODE 

The code organization is based on two objects: the Nucleus, instantiated by the Nu

cleus class, and the MCEF object, instantiated by the M C E F class. 

• Nucleus: is the class where all the nuclear characteristics are calculated and deter-

mined. The only way to access its internal variables is through the constructor or 

through its methods. 

• MCEF: is the class which performs the Monte Carlo calculation. It creates an in

stance of the Nucleus class and modifies its properties according to the evaporation-

fission model described in the last section. When a particle evaporates, a new in

stance of the nucleus class is created with the new values for A, Z and E calculated 

from our model, and the previous Nucleus object is destroyed. By accessing the fis

sion probability of each nucleus in the evaporation chain, this routine also calculates 

the fissility of the initial nucleus. 

In Figure 1 we show a flow chart of the algorithm, with a short description of each class 

and the variable through which they communicate with each other. A more comprehensive 

explanation is given below. 

A. The Nucleus class 

This class instantiates the Nucleus object through its constructor 

t - i 

W = Z l i t t F i . (20) 

public Nucleus(int A, int Z, double E){ 

this.A=A; 
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this.Z=Z; 

this.E=E; 

this.Ex=Ex; 

where the input parameters are the nuclear mass number, A, the atomic number, Z, and 

the nuclear excitation energy, E. 

The other nuclear characteristics described in section II are calculated by its methods. 

Several methods allow to retrieve the resulting value for each nuclear parameter. Below we 

give an example of such methods for the nuclear fission barrier, Bf. First, Bf is calculated 

in the method calcBf(), and then it can be retrieved by the method getBf(): 

private void calcBf(){ 

Bf=0.22 *(A-Z)-1.40 *Z+101.5; 
Bf=Bf*(l-E/this.getB() ); 

} 

public double getBf(){ 

if (Bf==0) this.calcBfO; 

return Bf; 

}• 

Note that the method calcBfQ needs to retrieve one of the nuclear parameters, the 

nuclear binding energy B, which is done by the method getBQ. In the method getBfQ, 

we first check if the value for the Bf parameter is equal to the initialization value, Bf=0, 
in order to calculate each parameter only once, thus improving the code performance. 

B. The MCEF class 

This class instantiates the MCEF object through its constructor 

public MCEF(int A, int Z, double E){ 

this.E=E; 

this.A=A; 
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this.Z=Z; 

n=new Nucleus(A, Z,E); 

evap=false; 

W=0; 

nneutrons=0; 

nprotons=0; 

nalphas=0; 

} 

where the input parameters are the nuclear mass number, A, the atomic number, Z, and 

the excitation energy, E, for the initial nucleus in the evaporation process. It instantiates 

an object Nucleus, n, and a random number generator, r. 

This is the steering object for the evaporation process performed by the method Evap-

oration(), which is the core of the Monte Carlo calculation, and is shown below. 

private void Evaporation(){ 

double Ex=E; 

W=0; 

NF=1; 

double F; 

double rand; 

double Gf,Gp,Ga,Gt; 

while (Ex>0){ 

F=this.Probfis(); 

W=W+NF*F; 

NF=NF*(1-F); 

Gp=n.getGammap (); 

Ga=n.getGammaa(); 

Gt=l+Gp+Ga; 

rand=r. nextDouble (); 

if(rand<Gp/Gt){ 

A=A-1; 
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Z=Z-1; 

Ex=Ex-n.getBp ()-n.get Vp (); 

nprotons=nprotons+NF; 

} 
else{ 

if(rand<(Ga+Gp)/Gt){ 

A=A-4; 

Z=Z-2; 

Ex=Ex-n.getBa()-n.getVa(); 

nalphas=nalphas+NF; 

} 
else{ 

A=A-1; 

Z=Z; 

Ex=Ex-n. getBn()-2.0; 

nneutrons=nneutrons+NF; 

} 

} 
n=new Nucleus(A, Z,Ex); 

} 
evap=true; 

} 

Here, the evaporating particle is statistically chosen, according to their respective es

caping probabilities, through the random number returned by a static instance of the 

Random class available in the java.util class to the variable rand, which is compared with 

the particles emission probability, calculated as the ratio Gi/Gt, where Gt = 1 + Gp + Ga 

and the index i represents the the evaporanting particle (i = n, p or a ). The nuclear 

fissility is also obtained using the fission probability values calculated for each step of the 

evaporation chain by the method ProbfisQ. 

private double Probfis(){ 
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return n.getGammaf()/(li-n.getGammaf()-hn.getGammap()-hn.getGamrnaa()); 

} 

The boolean variable evap is used to avoid the repetition of the entire Monte Carlo 

calculation when any variable is needed. If evap has value false, the calculation is per

formed, otherwise the variable value, which has already been calculated, is returned. An 

example is in the method which returns the fissility variable, W: 

public double getFissility(){ 

if (evap==false) this.EvaporationQ; 

return W; 

} 
At each step, the values of A, Zand E are modified according to the evaporated particle 

characteristics, and the Monte Carlo calculation continues until the nuclear excitation 

energy is not enough for the evaporation of any possible evaporating particle. 

C. Input variables 

The input variables are entered through the command u n e . The variables are: 

• A - the mass number; 

• Z - the atomic number; 

• E - the nuclear excitation energy in MeV; 

• stat - the number of iterations for the Monte Carlo Calculation. 

D. Output variables 

The output variables are displayed at the screen. The variables are: 

• W - the calculated mean value for the nuclear fissility; 
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• N n - the calculated mean value for the number of neutrons escaping from the 

nucleus; 

• N p - the calculated mean value for the number of protons escaping from the nucleus; 

• N a - the calculated mean value for the number of alpha particles escaping from the 

nucleus; 

TV. TEST RUN 

Here we show an example of the code output. The input variables are A = 2 3 2 , Z = 9 0 , 

E = 9 0 0 (MeV) and s t a t = 5 0 0 . The input is through the command line Java M c e f 232 

90 900 500. 

The output displayed on the screen is: 

• Fiss i l i ty= 0.75 

• N u m b e r o f N e u t r o n s = 38.73 

• N u m b e r o f P r o t o n s = 7,77 

• N u m b e r o f A l p h a s = 24,22. 

We applied this code to calculate the photofissility of the actinide nuclei 2 3 2 T h , 2 3 8 U 

and 2 3 9 Np at the intermediate photon energy range. The results for their absolute fissility, 

already published in reference [16], are shown in Figure 2a. 

Using the calculated fissility and the experimental photofissility data for those 

nuclei[16], we obtained the total photoabsorption cross section at intermediate energies. 

The results are shown in Figure 2b, and compared with the so-called universal curve for 

the bound nucléon photoabsorption cross section[17], where we observe a good agreement 

between the universal curve (full lines) and our results. With this work, we solved the 

long standing problem of the actinide nuclei fissility saturation at values below 100%. For 

more details, see reference[16]. 
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V . CONCLUSIONS 

We developed an object oriented code w r i t t e n in the Java p r o g T a r n r n i n g language which 

performs a Monte Carlo calculation of the evaporation-fission process that happens during 

many nuclear reactions. The main features of the code are its readability and reusability. 

Even using the Java language, it presents a good performance during the Monte Carlo 

calculation. We have shown examples of possible applications, including a recent analisys 

of some heavy nuclei photofissility [16]. 
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VIII. FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1: Schematic view of the algorithm. The NUCLEUS and MCEF classes are 

shown, with a brief description of their functions and the variable values they exchange 

during the run. 

Figure 2: (a) The calculated nuclear fissility as a function of the incident photon 

energy for 2 3 7 N p (full line), 2 3 8 U (dashed Une) and 2 3 2 T h (dotted line), (b) The bound 

nucléon photoabsorption cross section (see text), as a function of the incident photon 

energy, for 2 3 7 N p (full circles), 2 3 8 U (open circles) and 2 3 2 T h (full squares).The full lines 

represent the upper and lower limits for the bound nucléon photoabsorption cross section, 

as can be deduced from the data reported in [26]. 
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